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The key stage in the formation of new species, at least for sexual organisms, is the genetic isolation of two or more populations from each other. Somehow, one ancestral gene pool must be subdivided so that new mutations arising in one descendent population are not transmissible to the other. But this would seem to require a gradual process, one that would be constantly reversed if even rare matings between populations were possible. A central question has therefore been, can members of each population become choosy enough about their mates, and do so rapidly enough, to allow genetic isolation to evolve in the absence of any physical barriers separating the populations? A new evolution experiment [1] The evolution of mate choice is believed to be important in speciation. A recent experiment involving mating preference evolution in laboratory yeast populations supports theoretical predictions that this can occur without complete genetic isolation between populations, strengthening the case that ecological specialization as well as physical separation can lead to speciation. assortative mating -preferential mating among similar phenotypes, or PAM for short. In any case, it is often difficult or impossible to tell which came first, complete speciation or reinforcement.
The logical challenge is even more daunting in the case of sympatric speciation, which is hypothesized to occur without any physical barrier to interbreeding between subpopulations. With no barrier, it was long thought that any emerging differences among subpopulations would be quickly washed out by even a little gene flow between them -as little as one migrant per generation, in a classic model [4] . Importantly, however, that model assumes that there is no natural selectionthat any difference between populations is due to the random effects of genetic drift.
There is still little reason to doubt that allopatric speciation can and does happen. But many evolutionary biologists are more interested in making sympatric speciation work, not only because they believe it often does work in nature, but also because it provides a more satisfying role for ecology [5] . Speciation is proposed to occur in the face of gene flow as subpopulations specialize for different niches. For example, disruptive selection may favor contrasting extremes in predator traits if those extremes face less competition for prey [6] . The problem for sympatric speciation is the ease with which recombination (interbreeding) separates alleles determining ecological traits from alleles affecting mate choice. This problem can be solved in several ways (Table 1) . To some extent the dichotomy between allopatric and sympatric speciation is artificial, as the same ecological processes could occur with or without physical separation [7] .
Even from this brief summary it may be evident that speciation is a subject rich in theory. except for a few genetic tools. One strain was repeatedly used as a nonselected reference (R) strain that outnumbered the selected strain by 10:1 in each round of mating. Hybrids were killed by inducing a gene contributed by the R strain which prevented chromosome separation during mitosis. The survivors, almost entirely made up of the progeny of matings within the selected population, were separated into pools of each mating type using genetic markers tightly linked to the mating type loci, and these underwent another round of mate selection.
Selection against hybrids was strong -initially, only 2.3% of the population that survived selection carried alleles from the R strain. Also, gene flow was possible only in one direction, as a fresh R population was cultured from Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that they consistently did so, in some cases by altering the speed with which their mating reactions occurred. The genetic basis of the evolved mating preference is also interesting: mutations were selected in at least three genes, in one case, and these interacted synergistically to produce the evolved mating preference. In models of reinforcement and sympatric speciation, the fewer linkage groups involved, the easier it is for PAM and genetic isolation to evolve ( 
